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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

The ability to monitor environmental conditions is crucial to research in fields 

ranging from climate variability to agriculture. Internet of things collaborate with one 

another to perform action on behalf of people to reduce or eliminate the need of 

human labor. IoT will become a reality over the next few years, with omnipresent 

smart devices will be able to execute autonomously according to the change in their 

surroundings. There will be also inclusion of the GSM gateway administering the 

sensors statistics from the coordinator to the router, ZigBee which will be used to 

disseminate data to the web application. The coding will instigate with threshold 

values of the factors to monitor and program into microcontroller which uses IoT 

application to send and alert to the user mobile phone to be aware of the adverse 

conditions of the field. It will also help to control the condition to avoid the major loss 

of crops. In this system we will store some threshold values related to plant growth 

seasonwise and then current values related to plant growth capture from sensor are 

compared with existing stored values in order to determine plants growth properly or 

not. And if not, then our system will suggest what we can do in those situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The IOT (Internet of Things) is a network of Internet 

enabled objects, together with web services that interact 

with these objects. The basic idea of the IOT is that virtually 

every physical thing in this world can also become a 

computer that is connected to the Internet. To be more 

accurate, things do not tum into computers, but they can 

feature tiny computers. When they do so, they are often 

called smart things, because they can act smarter than things 

that have not been taggeds. The IOT-idea is not new. 

However, it only recently became relevant to the practical 

world, mainly because of the progress made in hardware 

development in the last decade. 

           In this project, we present a system that can be used 

to monitor various parameters like Temperature, Humidity, 

Soil moisture, water level sensor. We are using a wireless 

sensor network based on Zigbee/IEEE802.15.4 standard is 

utilized as a weather station network sending weather 

information. This research focuses on developing devices 

and tools to manage, display and alert the weather/disaster 

warnings using the advantages of a wireless sensor network 

system 

            Smart Agriculture could be defined as “an approch 

to understand the basic requirements as well as the changes 

in current environment due to external factors based on the 

context information and utilization of collected data to 

optimize sensors operation or influence the operation of 

actuators to change the current environment.” 

Smart Agriculture is based on the following steps: 

1. Sensing local agriculture parameters like 

temperature, humidity ,soil moisture, water level 

etc. 

2. Identify sensing location and data gathering. 

3. Transferring data sensed by sensor related to 

agricultural parameter  for decision making. 

4. Decision making based on local data, domain 

knowledge and history. 

5. Actuation and control based on decision 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

[1]Agriculture is the backbone of economy. It provides 

the food as well as raw materials but now a days the 

production is decreasing day by day due to several natural 

and rarely factors. To overcome these effects technology in 

agriculture has also been developed. By the invention of 
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new technologies it provides a way to oversee crops on 

regular basis without need of human presence and provide 

accurate measurements. Mr.K.Kirubakaran, Selvi 

Ramalingam, S.Meerabai, and V.Preethi proposed a system 

for monitoring of agriculture land in smart way. The system 

uses different types of sensors to monitor the field. These 

sensors includes humidity sensor, water level sensor and 

temperature.Along with it they also used human 

machination. The whole system is bind into a network using 

the wireless sensor network that is WSN.  Zigbee is used for 

this purpose. The sensor monitors the crops regularly ans in 

case of emergency like low water levels etc. the alerts are 

sent to farmer on mobile using GSM. The data stored by 

sensor can also be monitored by using the computer. But the 

system do not keep the cropwise record. Also the user can 

interact with system only by using the commands. This 

command thing is a bit complex for farmer to remember. As 

the system do not keep the cropwise record, so each time 

person have to fed or set the values for crop. In this paper, 

the system is divided into three segments, such as sensor 

node, wireless transmission and user module. 

 

1. Sensor are used to measure the parameters which is 

multiplexed and converted from analog to digital 

for using Zigbee API. The data is transmitted to the 

router zigbee wirelessly using the PAN(Personal 

Area Network)  ID of the other router zigbee. PAN 

ID provides greater privacy policy and faster 

transmission of data with security. 

 

2. Zigbee is connected to ARM microcontroller. The 

ARM microcontroller has two UART which helps 

in serial transmission of data from the zigbee to 

microcontroller and from microcontroller to GSM 

module respectively.  UART allow to program 

using serial port. Sensed value are sent from one 

GSM module to another to employ IOT concept. 

 

3. Data received by second GSM module is interfaced 

with personal computer for the purpose of 

monitoring using the visual basic interface. Alert is 

send to the farmer in case of emergency. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The objective of smart agriculture system is to improve 

the production of crops as well as improving the quality of 

crops without need of farmers presence in field. At the same 

time using the available resources optimally and efficiently 

in today’s critical situation of natural resources like lack of 

availabiltity of sufficient water, electricity and degrading 

quality of fertile land. 

The system will keep sensing values periodically 

and sends that data firstly to the users computer. The system 

will compare those values with previous threshold set for 

that perticular crop and generates results in user compatible 

format. User can view data from all sensors together or data 

from each sensor separately as per convinience. Based on 

the currently received values generated result will contain 

either message with recorded vaules mentitioning all values 

are within permissible range and all results are normal. But 

in case of  values above threshold range or below threshold 

range then the warning alerts will be generated. These 

messages will also contain the difference between the 

actually received values and threshold vaules. Based on 

these user can take controlling measures to avoid the major 

loss. Once the threshold value for one crop is set then next 

time when farmer takes the crop in next season at that time 

there’s no need to provide threshold values again. System 

will automatically keep best values from previous record 

which can be used in future. 

Along with regular alerts system will also capture 

images periodically and send’s to server i.e. computer 

system. From these images farmer can easily detect for any 

disease on crops. Based on these images he can identify that 

diease at the initial level if found and can take decision 

about which pesticide to use to avoid further loss. There are 

some diseases on crops in which leaves of crops becomes 

curly which avoid plant from getting necessary amount of 

sunlight. This can degrade the quality of crops as well as 

production of crops. 

 

SMS ALERTS to FARMER at regular intervals: 

 The system will send SMS ALERTS alerts to the 

farmer periodically about the condition of crops based on 

the received values. It may contain either OK message in 

case when all results are normal. In that case theres no need 

of farmers attention. So he can continue his work without 

worrying about status of crops in field. But when received 

values are not as per defined range then he will receive 

warning message mentitioning which parameter is not in 

range and theres need to provide the attention to avoid the 

loss of crops which in turn may cause economic loss.  

  

 
 

 

 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
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 Let S be the system,where  

S={I, Oi , Oj ,M1,M2, M3 success , Failure , D} 

 

I is a set of values recorded through sensors. 

I = {I1,I2,I3,……,In}  

 

Oi is an output displayed on the computer screen.  

Oi = {O1,O2,O3,…..On}  

 

Oj is an output text send to the mobile device as message 

alerts.  

Oj = {O1,O2,O3,…..On} 

 

M1 is a values captured from the sensors stored with in a 

microcontroller. 

M1 = {M1,M2,M3……Mn}  

 

M2 is the sensor values stored in microcontroller send it to 

the computer.  

M2 = {M1,M2,M3……Mn}  

 

M3 is the  message alert send from computers to mobile 

device.  

M3 = {M1,M2,M3……Mn} 

 

Success = 

1) Sensors will be able to capture all the values related to 

plant. 

2) All the values from sensors are successfully received by 

computer system.  

 

Failure = 

1) Sensors fails to capture all the values from field.  

2) All the values from field are received by sensors but 

enable to send to computer system.   

 

D = Set of records stored in database to crop. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

There is an urgent need for a system that makes the 

agricultural process easier and burden free from the farmer’s 

side. To save farmer’s effort, water and time has been the 

most important consideration. Hence systems need to be 

designed to provide this ability efficiently using wireless 

sensor networking, Irrigation, GPRS, technology and readily 

available mobile phone devices is a certain help to the 

farmers to get better yield on a large scale and thereby 

increasing the agricultural wealth and the economic growth 

of our country. The modular Configuration of the automated 

irrigation system allows it to be scaled up for larger 

greenhouses or open fields. 

           In addition, other applications such as temperature 

monitoring, moisture monitoring, and water 

level monitoring & monitors ph level of water. Production 

can be easily implemented. The Internet controlled duplex 

communication system provides a powerful decision-

making device concept for adaptation to several cultivation 

Scenarios. Furthermore, the Internet link allows the 

supervision through mobile telecommunication devices, 

such as a smart phone. 
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